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MEN WHO ATTACKED TIRPITZ TELL THEIR STORIES

"We caught them with their pants down" - this is the verdict of Lieutenant-

Commander Roy Baker-Faulkner, R.N., 23-years old leader of the first "strike"

against the TIRPITZ and himself the first pilot over the target.

Baker-Faulkner brought his aircraft in over the snow-covered cliffs in a

steep dive and pulled out above the enemy battleship. "They got off some light

red tracer stuff at us", he said* "but it was nothing like the reception we

expected. The fact is they were taken completely by surprise.

The whole attack lasted less than a minute. The enemy gunners never really

got going and the’ TIRPITZ was left smoking, burning and biasing.

Piecing together the pilots’ stories it appears that the speed and precision

of the attack defeated the enemy. Each aircraft could not have been over the target

for more than a few seconds* They came in from all pints of the compass,

following closely on each other.

One pilot, Lieutenant Graham Darling, R.N.I/.E#, of Vancouver, Canada., said,

1 was about the , sixth or seventh plane to go in following the Leader#

"I saw his bombs hit squarely on turret. They must have killed a lot of

people. From then on the ship 's guns never fired at us again. They -were silent

and only the shore batteries put up any sort of a barrage.

"I also saw another bomb hit aft# There was a flash followed by smoke and

deep red flame, but by this time the whole ship was becoming enveloped in smoke

and flame and it was difficult to tell what was being dre to her. But it looked

pretty good,"

Last to attack was S/Lt. Richard; Williams, a 24-years old New Zealander of

Y/oodville, Palmerston North. It was his first action#

"I could scarcely see the ship," he said. "She was covered with black smoke

through which I could see a red glow. Thai was good enough for me and I let go. My

observer says she was blazing good and plenty when we left, but I didn't look to see.

I just took his word for it#"

All the air crews have similar stories to tell of smoke and flame and very

little flak.

S/Lt. Dennis Collett, R.N.V.R., 21-years old, of Oxford, scored a hit amid-

ships with a heavy bomb. "I aimed for the funnel, but I believe the bomb hit just

forward, "between the funnel and the "bridge," he said. "Coming out there was a bit

of flak from the shore "batteries. It shook the plane a "bit, "but it was nothing

much. " /s/Lt. Collett



S/Lt. Collett didn’t see his own bomb hit. It was seen by s/Lt. James Britton,

R.N,V*R., a 22-years old Bristol man who, before the war, was an undergraduate at St*

John’s College, Oxford. "There was a big explosion amidships," he said. "A dark red

glow grew .out of it and flames mushroomed up higher than the superstructure. »

S/Lt• Britton also scored a damaging hit with his own load. Lt. (a) John

Robinson, R.N.V,R.• of Bristol, formerly an undergraduate at Queen’s College, Cambridge,

also scored a hit.

Telling the full story of the operation, Lieutenant-Commander Baker-Faulkner, who

has been working on Barracuda aircraft ever since they were first brought into service,

said:

"Be took off just about dawn. We had fighters ahead of us., astern and on either

side. Me had them above and below. Be used Corsairs, Hellcats and Wildcats, and they

were all under my control.

"It was a great moment for the Fleet Air Arm to have such a force of aircraft

in tight formation making towards Alten Fiord. The sun was shining,.and the sky was

cloudless and blue. The fields, the mountains and the trees -were covered with -snow."

For Lieutenant Commander Baker-Faulkner it brought back memories of the raid on

pet same in 1940 when he was awarded the D.S.C. On that raid they were flying .Swordfish

and were unescorted.

As the formation arrived over the end of the Fiord, groups of fighters accelerated

downwards and, with all guns blazing swept the decks of the TIRPITZ. Lieutenant

Commander Baker-Faulkner dropped his bombs and the stage was set for the aircraft follow-

ing close behind.

"The enemy started smoke generators as we went in," said Baker-Faulkner, "but they

never got going properly. Really, the attack was a piece 'of cake, 1 '

For many weeks fighters and Barracudas had been practising for this operation until

they finally had everything "buttoned-up". Several new ideas -were introduced and,

according to Lieutenant Commander Baker-Faulkner they proved successful*

For many of the air crews, most of whom are under twenty-five, this was their

first operation. They feel that the Barracuda, on which they had been secretly trained

for -weeks, has justified their faith in it.
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